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Emotional support animals (ESAs) refer to dogs and other pets that provide emotional support and comfort
to their owners on a daily basis. ESAs legally must be prescribed by a licensed mental health professional
like a therapist, psychologist, or psychiatrist. But there is also some homework that needs to be done on
your part if you want a legitimate esa letter for an emotional support dog.
Emotional support animals differ from service dogs in a few key ways. Service dogs have been trained to
perform specific tasks for individuals, and as such, as usually granted access to anywhere their owner goes.
Emotional support animals do not require any specific training, although owners should make sure they’re
well-trained in public. ESAs are not granted access to establishments such as restaurants or malls like
service dogs are.

One of the breeds that are recommended by ESA experts is the Bullmastiff. There are a mixture of one of
the best guard dogs and excellent emotional support animals. This breed could never be described as shy
and retiring! They are Affectionate and unshakably loyal. ‘Bullies’, as nicknamed by their loving owners, are
giant oversized bundles of fun.
Bullmastiffs enjoy daily exercise. Some are more sedentary, while others are very active by nature, but
moderate exercise should be encouraged. Brisk walks and outdoor play are favorites of the breed, although
secure fencing is a must for outdoor areas. Fencing is critical to ensure that the Emotional Support Dog is

safely contained and so strangers and unfamiliar animals do not intrude on the Bullmastiff’s territory.
Puppies should not be over-exercised, especially during periods of rapid growth. Bullmastiffs are not the
ideal breed for people who want a canine running partner, but they are great walking companions.
Bullmastiffs are a large breed with heavy bones. Breeders strive to adhere to the standard and to avoid
overdone animals. In order to do the job of a guard dog, this working breed must be mentally and physically
sound. Responsible Bullmastiff breeders support the American Bullmastiff Association Health & Research
Committee and screen their breeding stock for cardiac issues, hip and elbow dysplasia, hypothyroidism, and
eye problems. Like many dogs, both purebred and not, Bullmastiffs can develop cancer as well as bloat,
sudden and life-threatening swelling of the abdomen; owners should educate themselves about its
symptoms and what to do should bloat occur. Heredity and environment play roles in the health of the
breed, so breeders and owners must work together in order to breed and raise healthy dogs. Frequent
grooming ensures that shedding can be managed, and dogs should be bathed as needed. The skin and coat
should be monitored in order to ensure that dryness or oiliness is not an issue. These can be related to diet,
and sometimes to allergies.
There are also some efforts that must be done on your part if you want an esa letter for dog for a
Bullmastiff. Early training and socialization are critical for Bullmastiff puppies. The breed can be quite
strong-willed, and dogs and owners will both benefit from training regimens instilled in puppyhood. Rules
and routines should be put in place early and adhered to as dogs grow up. Many breeders will encourage
new owners to enroll in local puppy classes in order to ensure that puppies are exposed to other dogs and
that owners have access to training assistance and information. Bullmastiffs can excel in agility, obedience,
and rally, even scent work, and tracking, so training should begin immediately. It can be difficult if you are
so depressed that you do not want to move from your couch. But the upside is that it can create a lifelong
bond between dog and owner.
If you want to adopt a guard dog as your ESA, you require an ESA letter. But if you don’t know how to get
an esa letter, you should contact an online service to provide you with an ESA letter sample. The sample
letter will wipe the ambiguities out of your mind regarding the ESA letter.
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